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Bill Blomquist and band, "Winds of Grace" puts out a warmly rich, eclectic sound for the listener wanting

to get outside of mainstream of CCM and into some well-written, musically fluid songs. Some are hebraic,

some are devotional, others are heart-cries 8 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, NEW AGE:

Healing Details: We now have two CD's for your perusal. A traditionally rich and orchestrated project

called "Amazing Grace" and and eclectic - sometimes musically bizzarre - "When Pigs Fly," a hip CD that

especially appeals to kids and teens. Both are Christ-centered projects which will bring a blessing to

anyone who listens. Nab one now! Bill's songwriting seeks to be relevant, truthful, and ancient modern in

sound. He is an Episcopal Priest and serves the church as songwriter, missionary, and ministry equipper.

He came to know Christ on a beach in central Florida in 1977 and almost immedeatly began ministry. He

has led worship across the globe and God has used him enourmously, especially in the areas of

teaching, worship, and healing. Bill's songwrting and music is a just a tad out of the mainstream CCM

box, which is intentional. Mainstream isn't always the all in all of all Christians everywhere, especially in

mainline denominations where Bill tends to minister most. Two of his projects, "Amazing Grace" and

"When Pigs Fly" present varied, honest appraisels of the Christian journey. From the chant-like brokeness

in "Bleeding Prodigal" to the war cry in "Battle Song," (both featured in "Grace") -- and from the pure

glitter-rock sound in "Dancing" to the the children's balled "Billy's Toys" (featured in "Pigs") -- his music

seeks to cover numerous (and sometimes humourous)facets of Christian expression. Some backround

on the records: 'When Pigs Fly" is an eclectic and fun, revealing a variety of styles from ballad, country,

vintage '80's, and good ole rock 'n roll. The rap song "When Pigs fly" as well as the euro-tech-sounding

"Helium Hands" - while humorous and crazed - have embedded within them strong salvific themes and

encourage a Holy Spirited, Christ centered, passionate walk with the Lord. "Pigs" is an excellent kid/youth
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choice for the peson who wants to get out of the mainstream box. The CD "Amazing Grace" is an eight

song compilation of requested songs which have proven to be fruitful in praise and worship arenas. It is a

richly orchestrated collection, sometime chorale' in feel, that is currently quite popular in pockets of the

nation (most noticably Florida, Colorado, and Texas). The re-make of John Newton's wonderful hymn is

overlaid over a contemporary, singable melody which was given to Bill in a dream. This song alone has

skyrocketed in popularity in many churches and (if truth be known) is the underlying reason for the

pressing of this CD in the first place. "Amazing Grace" is an ideal gift for the worship leader seeking

refreashing music which is singable and lrycally descriptive. It would also be appreciated by the seasoned

traveler of the Way. Since Blomquistian Music, Ltd. is a ministry seeking to serve, it is our highest priority

to make Bill's music as accesable as can be. Prices are nominal at best. Yet, if you cannot afford it, write

Bill and an arrangement will be made. And - as always - free lyrics and chord sheets are yours, just for

the asking!
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